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T he difference between the most optimistic and most pessimistic scenarios for retail through 2030 is $5.5 trillion,
according to A.T . Kearney.

Depending on the impact of the T rans-Pacific Partnership (T PP), China's economic performance, growth in
emerging markets and myriad geopolitical factors, revenue could reach $17.8 trillion. Many factors are out of
brands' control, meaning agility and foresight on geographic and political scales are the key attributes of the future.
"Emerging Market Retailing in 2030" summarizes patterns of growth in recent years and examines four separate
scenarios for future growth spanning technological and geopolitical/economic factors.
"Emerging Markets have been the main engine of growth for luxury in the past decade especially China, Russia,
Middle East and Brazil," said Hana Ben-Shabat, partner in the retail practice of A.T . Kearney and co-author of this
study.
"Going forward there will be growth coming from places like Indonesia, and India where the growth in high net
worth individuals has been vibrant, along with the growth of the middle class," she said. "Accessible luxury as a
category is more applicable with the growing middle class."
Four scenarios
T he three forces that will exert the largest influence on the business world in 2030 are rising geopolitical instability,
persistent economic uncertainty and accelerating technical adoption.
T oday, these traits are already seen in Middle Eastern conflicts, Russia's relations with the West, lifting of sanctions
against Iran, tensions on the South China Sea, Brazil's implosion, oil prices and its related impacts and the way
ecommerce has enabled entry into emerging markets.

Canali Beijing store
A.T . Kearney devised four disparate scenarios that could result from the interplay of these factors. In one, crossborder integration and the adoption of technology create a best-case scenario for retailers.
In this "Seamless Dreams" scenario, the T PP will be implemented in 2018 and see more nations join in 2023, while
African infrastructure investments begin showing results in 2022.
However, the looming threat of recession and protectionism, along with insufficient development of technological
infrastructure, could force international retailers to focus domestically once again in a "Back to the Past" scenario. If
China's slowdown and continues and India follows and NAFT A sees push back as well, FDI flows will decelerate
and hinder technology.
In this model, however, swelling income inequality allows luxury brands to prosper by targeting the ultra wealthy
even as "accessible luxury" becomes unaffordable to the middle class of emerging markets.
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In one model between the two extremes, China reforms its hukou, or housing system, and resumes fast growth, but
cyber-attacks become common enough to stifle ecommerce growth. In this model governments embrace free trade
but consumers remain skeptical, thereby limiting retail to competitive urban centers, resulting in a 3.9 percent CAGR
compared to a 3.4 percent baseline.
Luxury will thrive in this model, as the relative revitalization of in-store plays to their strengths, and the historical
concentration of wealth in urban areas means luxury is inoculated from a rural demise.

T he UK's withdrawal from the European Union signals the growth of protectionist sentiment
Lastly, a failure to embrace open trade might mean that only countries with pre-existing tech resources offer

expansion opportunities. Continued instances of nationalist populism would eventually suffocate resource
development in emerging markets, resulting in a growth rate only slightly higher than the worst-case scenario.
Long-term analysis
T he growth regions are discrete across the four scenarios, meaning that brands will need to base their investments
on complex market analyses and be ready to pivot quickly if necessary. As certainty of one model or another
increases, brands need to be able to quickly adapt their strategies and beat competition to the largest growth
segments, whether they are established or domestic markets.

Already, political events unthinkable mere months ago are carrying economic repercussions that brands will have to
navigate.
Last week, the United Kingdom voted to leave the European Union, a decision that is already having an impact on the
global markets.
A referendum held on June 23 passed with 52 percent of British voters choosing to leave the E.U., the news of which
caused a $2 trillion hit to global stocks, the pound to fall 10 percent to the dollar and the euro to drop 3 percent.
Britain's secession from the political-economic union will be a two-year process, but the impact of this time of
uncertainty has been immediate (see story).
When looking for emerging markets replete with growth potential, a previous A.T . Kearney report notes that
alongside China and India, Malaysia, Kazakhstan and Indonesia are the most promising.
China and India are predictably the two most markets with the most potential, thanks in large part to their enormous
populations, but the APAC region in general is full of promise. With retail sales in developing markets now
constituting more than half of global revenue, brands must be precise in determining which developing markets
offer the greatest opportunity (see story).
"[if income inequality continues to rise] it will [suffocate emerging markets], in which case the focus will be more
on the top layer of the population in terms of wealth," Ms. Ben-Shabat said. "But that alone will not be sufficient to
replicate the historical double digit growth we have seen in places like China and Russia, before those two countries
started to slow down."
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